
Mathematis 376 { Probability and Statistis IIMidterm Exam I { SolutionsMarh 1, 2006I. Assume that the alorie ontent of hoolate Power Bars is normally distributed. Arandom sample of 10 hoolate Power Bars yields alorie ontent values of:210; 220; 234; 227; 229; 240; 221; 228; 225; 219A) (10) Estimate the population mean alorie ontent of the hoolate Power Bars.Solution: We estimate � with the sample mean Y := 225:3B) (10) The sample variane of the alorie ontent values above is S2 = 70:68 al. Finda 99% on�dene interval for the population mean alorie ontent, �.Solution: Sine n = 10, we use the small sample formula (using perentage points ofthe t-distribution with n� 1 = 9 degrees of freedom):� = 225:3� t:005p70:68p8= 225:3� (3:25)8:407p10= 225:3� 8:64C) (10) Find a 95% on�dene interval for the alorie ontent variane �2.Solution: The 95% on�dene interval is found using the perentage points of the �2distribution with n� 1 = 9 degrees of freedom:�2 2 �9(70:68)�2:025 ; 9(70:68)�2:975 �= �9(70:68)19:0228 ; 9(70:68)2:70039 �= [33:44; 235:57℄(Note: The fat that this interval is so large omes from the fat that the number ofsamples is quite small. It is diÆult to pin down the population variane from thislittle data.)II. A researher found that 107 out of 200 rutabaga seeds germinated when they wereplanted in soil maintained at 5ÆC, while 123 out of 200 seeds germinated when they wereplanted in soil maintained at 15ÆC.



A) (20) Construt a 95% on�dene interval for the di�erene in the proportions of seedsthat germinate at the two temperatures.Solution: Sine n = 200 for the two samples, we use the large-sample formula for thedi�erene of proportions (with the perentage points of the standard normal distri-bution). The point estimators for the two proportions are p̂5Æ = 107=200 = :535 andp̂15Æ = 123=200 = :615. Thenp5Æ � p15Æ = :535� :615� (1:96)r(:535)(:465)200 + (:615)(:385)=200 := �0:08� :0966B) (10) Can we rely on the results of this study to onlude that a greater proportionof rutabaga seeds will germinate at the higher temperature in general? Why or whynot?Solution: No { the data does not support that onlusion beause the on�deneinterval ontains zero and positive numbers as well as negative numbers. The fatthat p̂5Æ < p̂15Æ might be a result of random variation.III. (15) Let Y1; : : : ; Yn denote a random sample from a population whose density is givenby f(y) = � 3�3y�4 if y � �0 otherwisewhere � is unknown. Consider the estimator b� = min(Y1; : : : ; Yn). Is b� biased or unbiased?Solution: We need to ompute the expeted value of b� = Y(1), so we need the pdf forthe sample minimum in this ase. The general formula is f(1)(y) = n(1�F (y))n�1f(y),where F (y) is the df for the distribution.F (y) = Z 3�3y�4 dy = ��3y�3 + (for y � �, 0 otherwise). The onstant  must be hosen to make this a valid df.Sine limy!+1 F (y) = 1, we see  = 1. Thenf(1)(y) = n(�3y�3)n�1 � 3�3y�4and E(Y(1)) = Z 1� y � n(�3y�3)n�1 � 3�3y�4 dy= 3n�3n Z 1� y�3n dy= 3n3n� 1�



Sine we do not get exatly �, this is a biased estimator.IV. Let X1; : : : ; Xn and Y1; : : : ; Yn be two independent random samples of equal sizes froma normal distribution with known mean �, but unknown variane �2. Let �2X and �2Y bethe statistis: �2X = 1n nXi=1(Xi � �)2 �2Y = 1n nXi=1(Yi � �)2A) (10) What is the distribution of n�2X=�2? Explain.Solution: We see n�2X=�2 = nXi=1 �Xi � �� �2is the sum of squares of n independent standard normals. Hene this has a �2 distri-bution with n degrees of freedom. (It's not n� 1 degrees of freedom here beause weknow the exat population � and we use that rather than the sample mean X.)B) (5) Use your answer from part A to show that �2X is an unbiased estimator for �2.Solution: Reall that E(Z2) = V (Z) + (E(Z))2 = 1. So a �2 random variable with ndegrees of freedom has expeted value n. Henen�2E(�2X) = E �n�2X=�2� = n) E(�2X) = �2;so this is an unbiased estimator for �2. (One again, this is di�erent from the ase wedisussed in lass beause we have � rather than X.)C) (10) What is the distribution of �2X=�2Y ? Explain.Solution: Rewriting the quotient as�2X=�2Y = n�2X�2 =nn�2Y�2 =nwe see that �2X=�2Y has an F (n; n) distribution.Extra Credit (10) The median of a sample is the \middle" value, that is the value with theproperty that half the sample values are greater than or equal to the median and half areless than or equal to the median. Give formulas for omputing the sample median in termsof the order statistis of the sample. (Note: the ases n even and n odd are di�erent.)Solution: When n is odd, the middle value is the order statisti Y((n+1)=2). When nis even, we take the average of the two order statistis on either side of the middlepoint: 12(Y(n=2) + Y(n=2+1))


